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SCENE 1 - THE BEGINNING
1. BIRDEYE
We see a woman hands, freshly painted nails
and extravagant jewellery, opening a letter addressed to
the new parents. Inside is a very bright and cheerful card
that reads on the front ’congratulations on your new baby
boy!’ A voice over reads,
VOICE OVER
(A male voice)
On the 5th March 1995 at exactly
10 past 10, Kevin Rain was born
into his small world.
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SCENE 2 - INTRODUCTION OF HE FAMILY
2. MID WIDE
The shot transitions to a blue room with clouds on. A
poster reads ’advice for the new happy parents.’ Stood in
shot is a man named Brian, tall and rough looking, and a
woman named Maddie, pale with large sunglasses and a large
hat covering the most of her face. She holds a new born
baby. She pulls out a cigarette and a lighter. The voice
over reads,
VOICE OVER
Most children are born into
loving and caring family. His
family, were quite the opposite.
The male character, who we believe to be the fathers turns
his head to look at her.
BRIAN
(To Maddie in a blunt tone)
Should you be smoking that while
holding him?
MADDIE
(She begins to turn, and
speaks in a dull sarcastic
tone.)
Who gives a crap
3. MID WIDE
A young Maddie is sat at a table. The focus is on her,
then moves to a teddy. She is trying to move it
without touching it. A mans hand comes in and pushes out
the way. We then see young Maddie’s face in horror.
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VOICE OVER
His mother, Maddie Rain, spent
her early life believing she had
magical powers, until he farther
took away that dream.
4. SHOT
VOICE OVER
Now she believes that dreams are
for I quote ’pathetic worms’,
the ideology which she tried to
push onto her son.
5.
VOICE OVER
She smokes 37 and a half
cigarettes a day since the age of
13, but still says she is healthy
enough to not go to the doctors.
6. SHOT - CLOSE
Maddie coughs heavily and splutters.
7. SHOT - WIDE WITH ZOOM IN
We see a wide shot of the young Brian, leaning against a
wall. A guy approaches him. There a zoom in quickly, we
see Brian take a bag out of his pocket and exchanges
money.
VOICE OVER
His father, Brian Rain, has been
a business man since the age of
16 after he sold his first bag of
illegal substances which he stole
from his own dad.
8. SHOT - CLOSE
The shot changes to an abandoned looking area. We see a
close up of Maddie, smiling slightly. Theres a group of
girls in the background, looking at her and smoking.
9. SHOT - CLOSE
Another similar shot, but of Brian. In the background we
see a group of men in a circle shouting with the sounds of
dog barking in the background.
VOICE OVER
He met Maddie when he was 22,
whilst at his weekly homeless dog
fight.
10. SHOT - CLOSE SHOT
(CONTINUED)
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A close shot of the house number.
VOICE OVER
They both lived in a house on 7
Dale Street where Kevin was
raised.
11. SHOT - MID CLOSE
We see Kevin, he is looking into the camera as if he was
looking into a mirror. He combs his hair into a perfect
position.
VOICE OVER
He grew to be very intelligent,
which he often thought wasn’t
passed on from his parents.
12. SHOT - MID
A panning shot going up of an empty bookcase. There’s a
few objects on there, but not a lot. A book stands out,
that looks more loved.
VOICE OVER
There wasn’t many books in the
house, but one was more loved
then the others by Kevin.
13. SHOT - BIRDSEYE
We see a large book, the title reads ’A BOYS GUIDE TO
ADVENTURE.’
VOICE OVER
He started to realise there more
to life then his small world.
14. SHOT - BIRDSEYE
We see a the hands of Kevin tying an intricate Knott.
VOICE OVER
He read the book over and over,
even practicing his knots and his
fires.
16. SHOT - WIDE
Kevin is stood behind a large fire in a garden. One of his
parents quickly runs in with a bucket and tips it over.
17. SHOT - MID WIDE
Kevin is lying on his belly reading the book in deep
concentration. We hear a flies buzzing noise. A shoe flies
over his head and makes a large bang, he quickly looks
over the camera.
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VOICE OVER
When his mum on the 16th of July
2003 at 10:42 threw her heal at
an annoying fly and it nearly hit
Kenvin in the head at the speed
of 54mp, he knew it was time to
run away.
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SCENE 3 - KEVIN RUNS AWAY
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